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Bates College
Fellowship Stresses World Mindlessness Theme

By Shirley Knott '42

The annual "Fellowship" has been held this year under the sponsorship of the religious association, the Interchurch Center, and the Interfaith Council of Greater Boston. It is an interdenominational event and it represents an effort to bring together those who might otherwise not meet. An additional significance is the fact that the event is sponsored by a number of religious organizations. In addition, the event also serves as a forum for discussing social and political issues.

The event was held on the campus of a local university, and it included a variety of activities such as discussions, seminars, and workshops. The participants included students, faculty members, and community leaders from various backgrounds.

The "Fellowship" is an ongoing project that seeks to bring together people from different faiths and perspectives to discuss and explore issues of common concern. It is hoped that through these interactions, participants will gain a deeper understanding of one another's beliefs and values, and that these interactions will lead to greater cooperation and understanding.

The event concluded with a closing ceremony that included a reflection on the day's discussions, a sharing of personal stories, and a commitment to continuing the work of the fellowship in the future.
Scene Around
By Helga Silva '43

Happy New Year...

This brings up another matter of much the same vein; namely, that of spending the New Year on the campus. In spite of all the threats and pleas that will be made by the administration, by the junior administrative officers of the college, by anyone, college men and women who are in the habit of celebrating New Year's Eve are going to try to do it regardless of the particular circumstances of their colleges and their cities. And they are going to — regardless of what the powers that be may think, especially since many of them realize it may be impossible for the administration, any administration, to do anything about it. And complicity of the administration may not have to be assumed entirely by the powers that be, the Student Council, and Student Government. If one was to consider the college regulation that the City of December 30, it would be tough to get ready to cooperate measures that will help smooth over some unavoidable headaches. Just a suggestion is arranging a large dance for New Year's Eve, but a dance that will end late enough so that at least the coeds can seel more than just a few minutes of the New Year, and which couldn't have the "swept away" atmosphere of the former New Year's Eve. A dance that will end late enough so that at least the coeds can see more than just a few minutes of the New Year, and which couldn't have the "swept away" atmosphere of the former New Year's Eve.
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Scene Around

Camera Opera

by Lea

The front page of this paper carries a story about the recent development of the club situation here at Bates. It is a fact that the clubs here at Bates are dwindling and clubs will benefit by the new arrangement which restricts a student to only one departmental club, by requiring that all those clubs meet the same night at the same time, the minutes of one hour's length, and it must in-
Athletes Play For Big Stakes Under Uncle Sam

It is common knowledge on campus that over four hundred yacht men in the United States are men in the armed services of the country, but just where this number of aspiring yachtsmen is located practically all. We cannot point out all the men for us are now serving the cause of freedom, but it is interesting to note that many of the men are now serving in the fields of athletic excellence in recent years.

A considerable number of our heroes have contributed their skills to the sports of man and animal alike.

To most of us, the athleticism of war is far away from the scenes of 1941-42, and many of us have the opportunity to realize the significance of training and health benefits that the men have received.

With the help of the Allied Nations, we have heard to make sure that no one is left behind. We cannot compare the results in the Allied Nations, but we still value their new status.

Space doesn't permit a reap of the many benefits, but we are still at war and we must be as careful as ever. This summer the Army has been very much in the news.

According to those that know, a large group of the results of the game to go should go to Fort Jefferson, Fort Gwinn and Fort Logan. There were a tremendous success of this training, the men from these forts were given a walkover with a white star. This experience has been a step in the right direction.

The next ask of all men who have received their commissions as instructors in the Army. Before Webster, Del Johnson, and David Nickerson were turning in their work, they were at Bates and we must be as careful as ever. This summer the Army has been very much in the news.
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Register Releases List Of Honor Candidates

From the Register's office comes news today that among the 1942 graduates there are fifteen candidates for the honor of Senior Honors. Of the fifteen, four are women and eleven men. The Register has a special column reserved for the announcement of the names of the honor candidates. The Register also has a special column reserved for the announcement of the names of the honor candidates.

Six New Directors Fill OC Vacancies

At a meeting of the outgoing Directors, last Thursday evening, six new members were elected to the Board of Directors to replace the members who did not return for the fall.

The following were elected:


Lecture Series

A special lecture was held in the Lecture Hall on the subject of "The Art of Writing," by Miss Mary Stuart. The lecture was attended by a large number of students and was well received.

Lawrence Chemical Elects Two Members

The Lawrence Chemical Society held a special election last Thursday to determine the membership of the society. The election was held in the Lecture Hall and was attended by a large number of students.

Refugee Scholarships

The college administration has announced that it will make special provisions for the refugee generation, for your own sake and for the sake of the college.
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INVEST IN VICTORY

Our boys can take the War to the enemy, if we back them with a job offer. Now that the enemy is on the move, we must develop and utilize the resources of our college.
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